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HarperCollins Publishers India Pvt. Ltd (formerly known as HarperCollins Publishers India Ltd.), a wholly owned subsidiary of HarperCollins Publishers Ltd., United Kingdom, emerged in 1991 and graduated more than 25 years ago in India and HarperCollins as a brand completed more than 200 years worldwide. HarperCollins India is one of the world's
largest entertainment education publishers. HarperCollins India publishes famous Indian authors such as Raghuram G. Rajan, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, Khushwant Singh, Aravind Adiga, Anuja Chauhan, Ravi Subramanian and Shubhangi Swarup, among others. In addition to Indian titles, HarperCollins India also distributes books to international bestselling
authors, such as Doris Lessing, Paulo Coelho, Agatha Christie, Jack Welch, Jack Higgins, Alistair Maclean, Isaac Asimov, Sidney Sheldon, Amitav Ghosh, Cecelia Ahern, AJ Finn and the Dalai Lama, in addition to the world-famous Collins Cobuild and Collins Gem Dictionaries Hold your face always towards the sun – and shadows will end up behind you. —
Walt WhitmanSo all starts with the mind as you sowing, so do you get it. While if you've already read Jeff Keller's Attitude is everything, reading his 2nd Winning Attitude somehow both great books convey the same message. As you might expect from the title, he says that all where this book is fully focused on our approach, and how beautifully move your
thoughts into positivity. This book consiss 54 short parts, all of which say: Attitude is everything that really is. This really makes you think about how much your mind really determines your results, achieving everything you want &amp; become successful, maybe there are other principles you have to apply, but it all starts with an attitude. Jeff very well justifies
how to deal with different scenarios with a positive attitude if you need to handle criticism or abandon the ego or distance or perceive patterns. The secret of happiness is to count your blessings, while others add their worries. ~ William Penn.Many people in wheelchairs smiled and rejoiced, while others in good health and full mobility were miserable; Then
there were those who were happy, even though they had very little money, and we were lucky to just have a roof over their heads &amp; enough food to eat, while others with great property and a lovely home were unhappy because they couldn't afford to buy a bigger house. Where would I end this powerful content review by adding one of my favorite parts
#16; Tiny Black Dot, where during some of his presentation, he takes an 8 1/2* 11 piece of white paper to make a little black dot somewhere in the middle of the sheet and then he shows a sheet to people in the audience and he asks them what they see, where unfortunately most will say that See black dot, where we tend to look at our lives in the very same
way, we've been blessed with loved ones, lots of great things around us yet we focus on what we don't have. Below are some of the trends that he offers to follow, which ultimately helps us build a life filled with meaning, connection and uncommon success, here they are:· Takeover of liability· Tribute to each individual· Authenticity· Tolerance of ideas·
Positive attention· Simplicity and spontaneity· The inner PeaceAll I saw teaches me to trust the developer for everything I haven't seen. Ralph Waldo Emerson.. #SyedReads #TheWinningAttitude #JeffKeller #BookReview Winning Attitude Hard Copy Price: R 250/$3.57 (Including all taxes) + FREE shipping * Shipping fees will be levied for this book. Shipping
charges for international orders are actual. View a book review Be the first to write a review of this book As a motivational speaker and coach, one question that Jeff Keller often puts on is Who separates successful people from everyone else? His answer is a huge stress on the right approach. In fact, it always turns into what Jeff popularly calls a winning
point of view. No matter where you are on your journey to self-develop, winning attitude will always be a differentiator as Jeff shows, for example, following an example covering almost all important aspects of our lives. This book presents fifty-four golden principles that can dramatically change your life. For more than thirty years, these principles have
changed Jeff's life for the better - and they have done so for millions of others. Read, enjoy, apply principles, and create extraordinary results in your life. Start your review of The Winning Attitude Keep Your Face Always to the Sunshine – and shadows will find yourself behind you. Walt WhitmanSo all starts with the mind as you sowing, so you will get it.
While if you've already read Jeff Kellers' Attitude is everything, reading his 2nd Winning Approach somehow both great books convey the same message. As you might expect from the title, he says that all where this book is fully focused on our approach, and how beautifully move your thoughts into positivity. This book consists of 54 short hold your face
always towards the sun – and the shadows will fall for you. - Walt WhitmanSo all starts with the mind as you sow, so you take advantage. While if you've already read Jeff Keller's Attitude is everything, reading his 2nd Winning Attitude somehow both great books convey the same message. As you might expect from the title, he says that all where this book is
fully focused on our approach, and how beautifully move your thoughts into positivity. This book consists of 54 short parts, all of which say: Attitude is everything that really is. It really makes you think about how much Mind really determines your score, achieve everything you want &amp; become successful, maybe there are other principles that you have to
apply, but it all starts with an attitude. Jeff very well justifies how to deal with different scenarios with a positive attitude if you need to handle criticism or abandon the ego or distance or perceive patterns. The secret of happiness is to count your blessings, while others add their worries. ~ William Penn.Many people in wheelchairs smiled and rejoiced, while
others in good health and full mobility were miserable; Then there were those who were happy, even though they had very little money, and we were lucky to just have a roof over their heads &amp; enough food to eat, while others with great property and a lovely home were unhappy because they couldn't afford to buy a bigger house. Where would I end this
powerful content review by adding one of my favorite parts #16; Tiny Black Dot, where during some of his presentation, he takes an 8 1/2*11 piece of white paper to make a little black dot somewhere in the middle of the sheet and then he shows a sheet to people in the audience and he asks them what they see where, unfortunately, most will tell you that they
see the Black Point, where we tend to look at our lives very well, we've been blessed with loved ones, a lot of great things around us yet we focus on what we don't have. Below are some of the trends he offers to follow, which ultimately help us build a life filled with meaning, connection and uncommon success, here they are:• Taking responsibility• Honoring
each individual• Authenticity• Tolerance of ideas• Positive attention• Simplicity and spontaneity• Inner peaceEverytes, which I have seen, teaches me to trust the creator for everything I have not seen. Ralph Waldo Emerson.. #SyedReads #TheWinningAttitude #JeffKeller #BookReview ... the more it was great learning and action actions that would be your
best so the book is a great freshener and makes you feel good about yourself and your work ethic and guide certain ways to excel in all areas of life which, if manifrsted could bring drastic change. THE BIGGEST DISCOVERY OF MY GENERATION IS THAT PEOPLE CAN CHANGE THEIR LIVES BY CHANGING THEIR MINDS -WILLIAM JAMES, Jeff
Keller has beautifully grouped his 20 years experience as a motivational speaker into a crisp &amp; attractive book. Jeff Keller was a practicing lawyer and switched his career after 10 years of motivational speaking. Jeff explained why and how he did it in one of the sections. I don't know why, but reading this story felt good. The book is like any of the greatest
discoveries of my generation are that PEOPLE CAN CHANGE THEIR LIVES BY CHANGING THEIR MINDS -WILLIAM JAMES, Jeff Keller has beautifully grouped his 20 years experience as speaker to crisp and attractive book. Jeff Keller was a practicing lawyer and switched his career after 10 years of motivational speaking. Jeff explained why and how he
did it in one of the sections. I don't know why, but reading this story felt good. The book is like any other self-help book and feels a little repetitive at times. The author talked about these broad points in the book• Attitude is everything• See things in perspective• Be kind to everyone• Dream about big and hard work to make your dreams a reality• Be open to
change• Your success is about you• Everything happens for a reasonYou will find many similarities with other self-help. What makes this book different is its very attractive and makes you feel optimistic. The book does its job, so you feel motivated. If you want to compare this book with another book good vibes, God Life from the same category read my
review... more 54 better articles to improve our lives. Good read this week. Better to read this after reading the book Attitude is everything. Very well organized topics with a clean message to improve attitudes, and this helps to create a better life and communication. A good set of high-level personal development tactics. Starter read. Read.
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